. Do vitamins C and E affect respiratory infections? PhD thesis, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland, [62] [63] [66] [67] The purpose of our review and meta-analysis (Moreira et al., 2007) was to test the narrow and specific question of the efficacy of nutritional supplements limiting the effects of exercise induced immunodepression in athletes. We believe our emphasis in athletes is justified, particularly in these days of high-profile marketing of nutritional supplements in sports. Dr Hemilä (2007) raises the issues of several important trials missing from our review. Although trials included athletes representing different sports and exercising in different environmental and stress conditions, all the subjects included in the analysis of the effect of vitamin C in post-exercise incidence of upper respiratory tract (URT) infections were marathon runners. Physical and immune adaptation changes induced by regular physical training make it hard the comparisons between studies including athletes and the general population. Military recruits, who have a fivefold increased risk of having pneumonia compared to their older peers (Gray et al., 1994) , are closer to the general population than to athletes. Trials including schoolchildren in a skiing school in the Swiss Alps (Ritzel, 1961) and military recruits as participants (Sabiston and Radomski, 1974) were not considered owing to our restriction to athletes. One limitation to all studies assessing URT infections is the definition of etiology. It cannot be excluded that a postexercise bronchial hyperreactivity or stuffy nose can be reported as an infection episode after intense exercise. However, even in the case of this misclassification, the random allocation of subjects in the included studies ensured that no systematic differences occurred between groups.
Quality scores are time consuming and surely potentially misleading. In our quality rating, we put the emphasis on allocation concealment and randomization. Also, quality rating serves as a ranking for different methodological issues from the included studies. In the Himmelstein et al. (1998) trial, there was a significant divergence in dropout rates. We don't, however, feel this was camouflaged by the quality rating. In fact, our scoring showed that only nine of the 45 studies included described the number of reasons for withdrawal and none reported intention-to-treat analysis. Exclusion of the study from the analysis based on dropout rates would cause greater bias.
We tried to compose clinically useful and comparable outcome categories from the trials. Measurements of the immune cell numbers in the blood or stress-induced hormone responses to exercise might, however, not reflect the performance of the immune system as a whole. The most useful outcome from a clinical point of view, the incidence of URT infections, was used in only two studies. In athletes, no studies yet addressed the predicting value of post-exercise immunodepression markers, and the risk of URT infections.
The 'J' curve hypothesis has been suggested by Nieman et al. (1993); Nieman (1994) as a possible causal relationship between intensity of exercise and the ability to resist URT infections. It has never been proven by the evidence and its value as 'hypothesis' has recently been challenged. Although limited, the data made available from one marathon runner's training log over 16 years showed a negative correlation between the amount of training and the number of sick days, supporting the impossibility of significant increase in susceptibility to infections when training at an elite level (Malm, 2006) . The extreme end of the 'J' curve in the Nieman hypothesis would only be possible in the sub-elite athlete where a positive correlation between URT infection and training occurs. A similar observation was reported in a study by Heath et al. (1991) where the odds ratio for URT infection increased with averaged running distance until 1388 miles/year, but decreased thereafter. These data supported the extended model of the 'J' curve (Malm, 2006) . The recent 'S' curve model emphasizes the need in the elite athlete not only of a state-of-the-art physique system but also of an immune system able to withstand infections during severe physiological and psychological stress. In the second largest epidemiological study of URT infections after a marathon run conducted so far, Ekblom et al. (2006) showed that only athletes with a pre-race infection episode had a significantly increased risk of having a post-race infection episode. The complexity of the causal association between exercise and susceptibility to infections is far away from being clarified. 
